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Problem statements about how anger affects world peace: (Final resonance is cleared) 

Anger from those that believe they are losing their traditions, or their religion is being disrespected
A lack of love for self and all beings,  refusing or denying life.
Not accepting one's own sadness and violently acting out against others and nature.
Syrian refugees wanting safety, security and a better life and this upsetting the governments of 
countries they are landing in. 
War, violent crime and protests. 
Lack of interest in doing a good job at work. 
Frustration over a system of government that's failing to address the problems we face as a society
and help the majority of people.
Gang violence and personal violence through random acts meant to harm others
Ecoterrorism and anarchists seeing the loss of our environment and the downfall of society as a 
reason for violence
Anger at "the system" that doesn't actually turn into positive action

Problem statements about how anger affects personal peace (Final resonance is cleared) 
People that rescue others by doing their jobs are actually disrespecting those they are trying to help.
Anger is created as a result of being disrespected
Self-destruction.
Alienation, hiding reclusing
Loss of childhood safety and unhealed trauma in childhood creating anger carried into adulthood 
and acted out in adulthood
The lack of resources for accomplishing one's goals. 
Anger and frustration with one's children. Inability to feel at peace in one's home. 
Holding onto anger and frustration toward others
I get angry with my stuck patterns and learned behaviors, espacialluy the ones that harm the earth 
or keep me distanced from community
Guilt is a form of anger towards myself and I feel it a lot around not being perfect. 

Acceptance and Gratitude

*I totally accept the present challenging situation, free of fear and anger. I am grateful for the 



growth this challenge offers me. /ON

The underlying need

*I maintain an optimistic attitude no matter what difficulties I face. /ON

Statements about what we want instead of anger (Final resonance is ON) 
Anger is transformed into understanding and peace
We open to what is really needed.
We nourish ourselves  and are healthy at all levels.
We see the good & divine in people and are uplifting
There is healing for all children and safety for adults to heal childhood trauma
Countries work together for the greater good 
People realize that we are all citizens of the world. Our focus shifts from individual and national 
interest to creating a world with equal opportunities and safety for all, where everyone's needs 
are met and we are at peace with each other and nature. 
Differences in others are accepted and appreciated as valuable. 
We let go of anger and deeply know of the value of forgiveness
There is a larger acceptance of the lack of perfection of ourselves and the world and A deep 
"holding" of the wounds of the earth that we have inherited and created with a vision towards 
doing the hard but necessary work to emotionally as well as practically hold these issues with 
compassion and integrity

Positive actions to realize what we want (Final resonance is ON) 

I am more understanding
I welcome every feeling softly and lovingly, like a baby 
I walk barefoot in the grass
I love those who are hurting.
I complete an outstanding task with the resources at hand. 
I de-clutter my home and live a simpler lifestyle, unplugging from the consumerist mentality.
I spend time in nature.
Daily meditation
I do my shadow work, looking into and processing subconscious material that expresses 
itself in negative ways. I hold loving and compassionate space for this work in others and the
world around me

A statement of forgiveness

*I let go of my pain associated with our society and what we have done to each other and the 

earth and I open my heart to love and trust/ON

Spiral up tool was the Metal organ sound "Hee"


